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Progress visible in $31.8 
illion RAC renovation 
Mil. ; 
Construction on track 
for Dec. '06 completion 
By Casey Altman • caltman5@9eorgiasouthern.edu 
The plans have been drawn, and construc- 
tion has begun on the new RAC Expan- 
sion. The approximately 120,000 square 
foot addition will include space for indoor courts, 
weight/fitness rooms, indoor pools, and outdoor 
upgrades as well, including sand volleyball courts, 
extended walking trails, and a covered performance 
stage with raised platform. 
Accordingto Director of Campus Recreation and 
Intramurals Gene Sherry, a large atrium area will 
be located just inside the entrance. It will include a 
snackbar, and the entrance to new administrative 
offices. The project will include four basketball 
courts, an indoor and outdoor pool, about 18,000 
square feet of additional fitness space with new 
exercise machines, and a new Southern Adventures 
See RAC EXPANSION, page 2 
ABOUTTHE 
PROJECT 
What we are getting 
with the new RAC 
•120,000 square 
feet will be added 
• Added weight/fit- 
ness rooms 
• Indoor and 
outdoor pools 
• Outdoor sand 
volleyball courts 
• Extended walking 
trails and a cov- 
ered performance 
stage with raised 
platform. 
• Four additional 
basketball courts 
•18,000 square feet of 
additional fitness space 
• Additional 
exercise machines 
• A new Southern 
Adventures Center 
• Students will pay a 
RAC fee of $128, an 
increase of $43 from 
last year's fee of $85 
Tracking Trucks 
Professor proposes national truck trafficking system 
Special to the G-A 
A small device the size of a TV 
remote control may become a key 
element in homeland security if an 
idea proposed by Georgia Southern 
professor Bob Cook is accepted. 
Everyday, millions of commercial 
trucks travel the nations highways. 
Homeland security officials are look- 
ing for a system to keep track of this 
massive volume of traffic. 
Cook is proposing a system that 
would incorporate cutting-edge ra- 
dio frequency identification (RFID) 
devices, truckweigh-stations andlaw 
enforcementvehiclesintoasystemto 
gather information for a proposed 
national truck-tracking center. 
"The federal government is in- 
vestigating a national truck tracking 
center for the purpose of homeland 
security," said Cook, a Yamacraw 
Professor of Computer Science at 
GSU. "We are investigating how to 
implement a less expensive truck 
tracking system and also to design a 
homeland security solution that will 
have added value to other people." 
Cook's suggestion is attach a small 
RFID unit with its own identification 
code to each truck and container. 
Every time a truck passes through a 
weigh-station, an electronic reader 
would sense the RFID devices and 
feed the truck and container's loca- 
tion into a national truck tracking 
computer system. The RFID devices 
measure only a few inches in size and 
cost less than $15. 
Cook also proposes to equip law 
enforcement vehicles with RFID 
sensors. The sensors would then 
collect truck-tracking information 
Special photo 
GSU professor BobCookhas developed a devicethattracks trucks. He says 
the device has law enforcement, business and homeland defense uses. 
in the normal course of their patrols 
and transmit it back to a computer 
system. 
"RFID is catching fire in the 
transportation industry," said Tom 
Armstrong, director of strategic de- 
velopment and information technol- 
ogy for the Georgia Ports Authority, 
which is working with Cook on the 
project. 
"We at the Georgia Ports Author- 
ity are looking to the day when there 
is a national infrastructure in place, 
and even further down the road, an 
international infrastructure that can 
capitalize on RFID possibilities." 
RFID is not new technology, but 
Cook's proposal is a new applica- 
tion. Armstrong compares it to the 
Internet. 
"The discrete parts that make 
up the entire system are not new, 
but their integration into a cohesive 
system is what makes the Internet 
such a spectacular event," he said. 
"As the technology matures and a 
national infrastructure is developed, 
the creative uses will grow." 
Cook says his system has tre- 
mendous advantages over another 
proposal to equip all trucks with a 
combination cell phone and global 
positioning system device which 
would be programmed to make a call 
to report the truck's location every 
15 minutes. 
Cook assembled a. prototype 
system and successfully tested it at a 
weigh-station on Interstate 16. 
He worked with the Georgia Ports 
Authority, a trucking company and 
a major retail distributor. 
"What we are proposing is some- 
thing that can be implemented im- 
mediately, would meet the homeland 
security requirements and would 
also benefit the general public," said 
Cook. 
INSIDE 
Macau ley Culkin pleads 
guilty in drug case... 
'Home Alone'star Macauley Culkin 
pled guilty to possession of Xanax 
and marijuana in court this past 
week. I Only in America 3A 
www.stp.georgiasouthern.edu 
NEXT WEEK 
You can look for our next edition of 
The George-Anne on Thursday, June 
16. | Have a safe weekend! 
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ke goes to Angels 
s Flint Wipke was 
selected in day two of 
MLB draft. arum 3, p./ 
Advisors say 
student loan 
consolidation 
a good idea 
Graduates should lock in 
on current interest rates 
By Casey Altman 
caltman5@georgiasouthern.edu 
Federal Student Loan interest 
rates are the lowest in the 40- 
year history of the student loan 
program, but starting July 1 these 
rates will increase significantly. 
The Stafford Loan (in-school) 
rate will increas to 4.70 percent. 
The Stafford Loan (repayment) 
rate will increase to 5.30 percent, 
and the PLUS Loan Rate will 
increase to 6.10 percent. 
Students with loans may want 
to consolidate before the rates go 
into action, say experts. 
"For students who have re- 
cently graduated it is an excellent 
time to consolidate and lock in 
current rates," said John King a 
professor of economics at Georgia 
Southern. "For those students still 
in school, you'll pay a little bit 
more, but it is still a reasonable 
rate to pay for your education." 
According to the National 
Association of Student Financial 
Aid Administrators (NASFAA), 
students should be aware that by 
choosing to consolidate while 
in school, they will be entering 
repayment and will be foregoing 
their six-month grace period 
upon graduation on the loans 
they consolidate. 
An in-school deferment will 
allow students to delay payment 
until they finish school. 
"Basically you are reselling 
your loans to a different lender," 
said King. "You'll just pay one bill 
each month. For students that 
have the opportunity to consoli- 
date, it is, perhaps, a good time 
to consolidate." 
For more detailed information 
about Direct Loan Consolidation 
check www.dl.ed.gov/ and www. 
studentaid.org/. 
Max Burns 
Rep.John 
Barrow 
Established 1927 • The Newspaper for Georgia Southern Universi 
Burns aims 
to reclaim seat 
in Congress 
Former congressman says 
redistricting may help him 
win back old seat 
By Adam Crisp 
gamed@georgiasouthern.edu 
Former Georgia Southern professor 
and one-time congressman Max Burns 
has thrown his hat into politics again. 
This time the Sylvania native is hop - 
ing to reclaim his seat in the House. 
Burns says his chances are bolstered 
by a new congressional map, signed 
into law last month by Gov. Sonny 
Perdue, but pundits and opponents 
aren't so sure. 
"This election is about the future 
generations that want to live, work, and 
raise a family here in East Georgia," said 
Burns in a statement. "If they are to suc- 
ceed, they need a Representative who 
will take to Washington those common 
sense Georgia values that our parents 
instilled in us right here in the heart of 
this new district." 
Underthe plan signed by Perdue, Bulloch County lands 
squarely in a reconfigured version of the twelfth district 
which stretches from Augusta to Savannah and west to 
Bulloch and other small counties. 
Currently, the district is represented by Rep. John 
Barrow (D-Athens), who was elected to his first term in 
November 2004. 
Political watchers predict Barrow might face an uphill 
battle if he wants to hang onto his congressional seat, but 
that Burns is unlikely to be the man to unseat the fresh- 
man Democrat. 
A hefty mix ofblack voters, along with carefully sculpted 
district lines makes the new twelfth a good spot for a black 
candidate to run and win, said Charles Bullock, a political 
science professor at the University of Georgia. 
"This new twelfth is more heavily black than the previ- 
See REDISTRICTING, page 5 
Second doctoral 
degree to be 
offered at GSU 
Psy.D. program proposed 
By Darren Jones 
outkastgamer@yahoo.com 
The Department of Psychology has proposed to estab- 
lish a Doctor of Psychology (Psy.D.) program at Georgia 
Southern, with the intent to focus on the treatment of 
significant mental health care needs in rural parts of the 
state. This idea is not new, however, as the original draft 
dates back to 1998. 
The Psy.D. differs from the Ph.D. in that it focuses on 
the practice of psychology rather than the research. While 
the Ph.D. program is widely offered, currently there is no 
state institution that offers this program to its students, 
which would make GSU the first if this proposal were 
accepted. 
If the B oard of Regents in Atlanta accepts the proposal it 
could mean extra faculty hired and more options in terms 
of curriculum for the graduate student. 
According to a 2005 Georgia Psychologist article "Psy. 
D. Program for GSU" by Edward WL. Smith, Ph.D., there 
are 71 counties that currently have no licensed psycholo- 
gists. This data, Smith states, demonstrates a societal need 
for this degree in rural Georgia. The program could also 
satisfy an economic need in southeast Georgia. 
Increasing the number of psychologists in an area makes 
that region eligible for millions of dollars in benefits, which 
could in turn offset the costs of offering the program. 
Psychology Department Professor Michael Nielsen as- 
sents that the degree should ultimately be offered here. "It's 
something this region would benefit from," he said. 
See DEGREE, page 2 
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Mooney    Future Eagles attend SOAR 
Accounting ' 
Educator of 
the Year 
By Jenny Miller 
jmille40@georgiasouthern.edu 
Special to the G-A 
Georgia Southern accounting 
professor Lowell Mooney was named 
the 2005 Accounting Educator of the 
Year by the Education Foundation of 
the Georgia Society of Certified Public 
Accountants. 
In the remarks accompanying the 
award, Mooney 
was praised 
for his abil- 
ity to provide 
excellence in 
the classroom 
while being ex- 
emplary in the 
related areas of 
research and 
service He sets Dr-Lowel1 Mooney 
high standards 
for his students while inspiring and 
kindling in them a fondness for ac- 
counting. 
Mooney joined GSU as an assistant 
professor in 1989. In 2001, he was 
promoted to full professor of account- 
ing and director of the School of Ac- 
countancy in the College of Business 
Administration (COBA). Mooney 
received his bachelor of business 
administration, masters of accounting 
and Ph.D. in accounting, all from the 
University of Georgia. 
Mooney has received numerous 
other honors at GSU, including the 
Award for Excellence in Contribu- 
tions to Instruction; the NationsBank 
Faculty Development Award; the 
Outstanding Scholar of the Year; the 
COBA Martin Nesmith A ward for Ex- 
cellence in Contributions to Service; 
and the GSU Accounting Association 
Professor of the Year. 
It's summertime at Georgia South- 
ern, which means many students have 
gone home, summer school is in ses- 
sion and the SOAR welcome program 
begins for new students. 
SOAR — which stands for South- 
ern Orientation, Advisement and 
Registration—is thetwo-day orienta- 
tion that is required for all incoming 
freshman and new students. Although 
SOAR doesn't officially begin until 
June, it is an all year effort to set up and 
prepare for the summer-long sessions. 
The Office of Orientation runs the 
program, as well as a carefully chosen 
group of students who apply for the 
positions as SOAR team leaders. 
This year, the orientation staff 
expects 3,500 students to attend the 
SOAR program. These sessions are a 
time for new students to get acquainted 
with the campusandaskany questions 
they may have about GSU. 
They also have the option of attend- 
ing "breakout sessions" throughout 
the day, that vary in topic from 
financial aid to Greek life. The two 
days are not all business, "First Night 
Out" takes place at the RAC the first 
night of orientation and includes vol- 
leyball, Bingo, karaoke, and free food 
for visitors. 
"SOAR is a great opportunity 
for students and parents to feel a lot 
more informed, make connections 
and be more informed about services 
on campus," said Kellie Pickett, the 
coordinator of SOAR. 
Pickett also said that the SOAR 
program is trying to enlighten the 
students about the academic aspects 
first and foremost. 
The academic college session is a 
new feature to SOAR, which breaks the 
students into their specific attended 
majors, so they can learn more about 
what classes they will take in all four 
years of school. 
Students are not the only ones who 
may have questions during the SOAR 
program. Parents and guardians are 
encouraged to come along and get 
comfortable with the campus as well, 
but students are the main focus of the 
orientation program.' 
Megan Elise, a student who attended 
SOAR June 6-7 from Sharpsburg, 
Georgia, thought SOAR was a neces- 
sary experience. "The registration 
process and WINGS seminar were 
beneficial, but most of the things we, 
were told were common knowledge," 
said Elise. 
SOAR started June 6 and will 
conclude July 18 with a session for 
fall transfer and non-traditional 
students. 
James Hall/STAFF 
Parents listen in the Russell Union Commons Areas as a representative 
from the Parents Association gives them pointers about supporting student   # 
who will be attending Georgia Southern in the coming semester during this 
year's SOAR orientation. 
Children explore Eco-Adventure Camp 
Rachel Weeks/STAFF 
Over twenty children hike around the Lamar Ball, Jr. Raptor Center, look- 
ing for bugs to study during the Center for Wildlife Education's week-long 
Eco-Adventure camp. 
By Rachel Weeks 
ganewsed@georgiasouthern.edu 
The Center for Wildlife Educa- 
tion at the Raptor Center hosted its 
first week of Eco-Adventure Summer 
Camps. The camp was designed for 
children ages 5 to 7 years old and of- 
fered arts and crafts, lunch, hands-on 
involvement with various animals and 
a t-shirt to help them remember their 
time at the Center. 
The children start each day with 
fruit, snacks, arts and crafts and a 
short lesson about the animals they 
will be studying. Then they get to see 
the animals that they learned about 
in their natural habitats. The children 
study different categories of animals, 
from reptiles and amphibians to birds 
of prey. 
According to Educational Coor- 
dinator at the Center, Tim Brewton, 
the camps keep the children busy and 
thinking all day. "Each day focuses on 
a different group of animals through 
arts and crafts and hands-on experi- 
ence. Monday we studied mammals, 
Tuesday is reptiles and amphibians, 
today we study bugs and insects and 
tomorrow birds. Friday brings it all 
back together. Each day is a full day of 
activities to keep them interested." 
Most parents are pleased with their 
children's interest in the program. 
"He's had a great time, he just loves 
it," said Jessica Owens about her son. 
"When he comes home he's so excited. 
He told me about getting tc hold a corn 
snake around his neck and yesterday 
he got to touch an alligator. He comes 
home very excited every day," 
The children are left at the Center 
by their parents, but they are not overly 
affected by the separation." They have 
such child-centered activities that my 
son wakes up just raring to go," said 
Jill Williams, "They're very good at 
teaching which animals are dangerous 
to touch and which are not. They're 
very friendly and very patient. I have 
been very pleased with their profes- 
sionalism and knowledge." 
Koya Alford, student assistant at 
the Raptor Center is interested in 
becoming a high school teacher after 
college. She says the program has 
expanded this year to last all week 
and there are about 20 kids this year 
compared to last year's turnout of 
less than 10. 
From June 13 to 17, the Center 
will offer an Eco-Adventure Camp for 
older children ages 8 to 10. Children 
can attend one day out of the week or 
the whole week. Call (912) 681-0831 
to register. 
PARKER REALTY 
FRANK C. PARKER 
BROKER 
MARCIA L. PARKER 
ASSOCIATE BROKER 
32 EAST MAIN STREET 
STATESBORO, GA 30458 
OFFICE: 912/764-5623 
[y      FAX: 912/764-8360 
One and Two Bedroom Units 
Furnished & Unfurnished 
1/4 Mile from GSU Campus 
Quiet Environment 
No Pets • Flexible Leases 
Application/Deposit Required 
ONE BEDROOM $260°°—$30000 
Two BEDROOM $375°°—$45000 
(per month)       /N 
RAC EXPANSION, FROM THE FRONT 
Center to check out and rent outdoor 
equipment like canoes, tents and 
sports equipment. 
The main entrance will be moved, 
and the entrance tower will be com- 
pletely glassed in to provide a view of 
the new climbing wall. 
The project will also include an 
expansion and upgrade of the out- 
door fields. 
The club field closest to Old Regis- 
ter Road will remain open to students 
during and after the expansion, but the 
field closest to the RAC will be closed 
to provide space for the expansion. 
Club teams will be afforded a space 
within the M.C. Anderson Park (Mul- 
tiplex Fields) to practice during the 
time of the expansion and afterwards 
until the remodeling of the Multiplex 
fields, which includes new field space, 
is finished. 
Some students are concerned 
about the cost of this expansion. 
"I think it is a good idea, it'll be 
nice to have all the extra space," said 
Marqukia Barnes, an accounting 
major, "but they are going to charge 
us money for it though." 
"There wouldn't be people waiting 
around on the court to play, and there 
wouldn't be people in the weight room 
Now a Mac comes with more than everything you need for 
researching on the Internet,' blazing through class assignments, 
chatting with friends, and syncing your iPod. It also comes with 
spending cash. Simply buy a qualifying Mac2 with your student 
discount at your campus computer store, an Apple Store near you, 
or the Apple Store for Education from May 2 through June 25, 
2005, and receive a mail-in rebate for $100.3 
Visit www.apple.com/go/savel to download your mail-in rebate 
coupon and for full terms and conditions. 
waiting to lift weights," said Darius 
Trammell, a student worker at the 
RAC. "I think that students will get 
their money's worth." 
Thetotalprojectcostis$31,860,000, 
and it will be paid by an increase in the 
student RAC fee that was approved last 
year by the Board of Regents. 
The RAC fee for the 2005-2006 
school year is $ 128, an increase of $43 
from last year's fee of $85, according 
to the Office of Student Fees. 
For more information and pro- 
jected illustrations check out the CRI 
website at http://services.georgiasouth- 
ern.edu/cri/. 
DEGREE, 
FROM THE 
FRONT  
GSU is currently on step one of a 
two-step process. The proposal under 
review is the preliminary proposal or 
letter of intent, which seeks permission 
to file the formal proposal. 
Final approval or conclusive 
knowledge of the fate of the program 
here is hard to determine. The Georgia 
Board of Regents must approve the 
proposal before it can be implemented. 
"The finish line is hard to see," said 
Psychology Department Head Dr. 
Richard Rogers. 
Every Mac is perfect for campus life. 
Which one will you choose? 
Promotional prices start at just $845 when you buy a qualifying 
Mac from May 2 through June 25,2005. 
■ 
■      ■ 
Writers Needed: 
If you are interested in writing 
and would like to have your ar- 
ticles published for your future 
portfolio, let us know! We are 
currently looking for writers in 
all departments: sports, enter- 
tainment and news. Give us a 
call at 912-681-5246, e-mail us 
at ganewsed@georgiasouthem, 
edu, or come by our office, 
located in the Williams Center 
room 2023. 
P    * 
I 
ONLY IN AMERICA 
Mother hires Chicken crosses 
stripper for son      road, gets ticket 
Tennessee 
NASHVILLE — A mother faces 
criminal charges after she hired a 
stripper to dance at her 16-year- 
old son's birthday party. 
Anette Pharris, 34, has been in- 
dicted by a grand jury on charges 
of 
con- 
tribut- 
ing to 
the   ' 
delinquency of a minor and involv- 
ing a minor in obscene acts.The 
boy's father, the stripper and two 
others also face charges. 
About 10 people under the age 
of 18 were at the birthday party 
in September, including minors 
who were not related to the family, 
authorities said. 
Anette Pharris took photos at 
the party and tried to have them 
developed at a nearby drug store. 
Drug store employees notified 
authorities, police said. 
Culkin faces drug 
charges — again 
OKLAHOMA CITY - Actor Macau- 
lay Culkin pleaded guilty Wednes- 
day in Oklahoma City to two counts 
of drug possession in connection 
with a September arrest. 
The actor was arrested Sept. 17 
after Oklahoma City police pulled 
over a car on Interstate 44 in which 
he was a passenger. During a 
search, 
officers 
found 
mari- 
juana and 
Xanax 
pills in 
bags that were found in the vehicle. 
Culkin, 24, pleaded guilty to two 
counts of possession of a controlled 
substance. He received a one-year 
deferred sentence and was ordered 
to pay $400 in court costs. 
Oklahoma County Judge Russell 
Hall told Culkin that the conviction 
would be expunged from his record 
if he did not reoffend during the 
next year. 
Oklahoma 
RIDGECREST — A chicken that 
got a ticket for crossing the road 
has clawed his way out of it. 
The $54 citation for impeding 
V    traffic was dis- 
missed Friday 
after Line and 
Helena Moore's 
attorney 
argued that 
the fowl was 
California      domesticated 
and could not 
be charged as livestock. 
State law restricts livestock 
on highways, but not domestic 
animals. 
The chicken was ticketed March 
26 for impeding traffic after it 
wandered onto a road in Johan- 
nesburg, a rural mining commu- 
nity southeast of Ridgecrest. 
Suspect nabbed 
in police station 
NEW YORK — A suspect in two 
taxicab robberies walked into a 
New York police station and failed 
to notice his picture in a "wanted" 
photo on the wall, giving cops an 
opportunity to make one of their 
easiest busts ever. 
"You look at the photo, and it's 
not that 
glaring 
that it is 
him," said 
Det. Sgt. 
Norman 
Horowitz 
of the 
New York 
Police Department. But an alert 
detective noticed the resemblance 
and police arrested Awiey"Chucky" 
Hernandez, 20. 
Hernandez and a compan- 
ion had gone to the station on 
Tuesday to inquire about Huquan 
"Guns"Gavin, who had been ar- 
rested in another investigation, 
Horowitz said. 
Hernandez and Gavin are being 
held pending action by a grand 
jury. 
•A 
New York 
NATIONAL NEWS BRIEFS 
Pilots convicted of being drunk in cockpit 
MIAMI, Fla. — Two former 
America West pilots were convicted 
Wednesday of being drunk in the 
cockpit after an all-night drinking 
binge at a sports bar. 
They face a minimum of probation 
and a maximum of five years in prison 
after being found guilty of operating 
an aircraft while drunk. 
Defendants Thomas Cloyd and 
Christopher Hughes both bowed their 
heads when the verdict was read after 
.a two-week trial and jury deliberations 
over parts of two days. Each man 
hugged weeping loved ones before 
handcuffed and taken to jail. 
Cloyd and Hughes were arrested 
July 1,2002, as their Phoenix-bound 
jet was being pushed back from its gate 
at Miami International Airport. 
Police ordered the plane to turn 
back and arrested the pilots after se- 
curity screeners smelled a strong odor 
of alcohol on Hughes, and Cloyd got 
in an argument over his attempts to 
bring aboard a cup of coffee. 
The pilots had 14 beers between 
them at a bar the night before the flight, 
closing out their $122 tab at about 
4:40 a.m. Hours later, they registered 
blood-alcohol levels above Florida's 
0.08 legal limit. 
The pilots maintained they were 
not operating the aircraft because it 
was being pushed by a runway tug 
and its steering was disengaged at 
the time it was ordered back to the 
terminal. 
They were fired by America West 
after their arrests and lost their com- 
mercial pilots licenses. 
The pilots refused comment, as did 
their attorneys. 
Judge David Young ordered both 
men held without bail and set sentenc- 
ing for July 20. 
Associated Press 
Former America West pilots Thomas Cloyd, left, and Christopher Hughes, 
are led out of the courtroom in handcuffs Wednesday, June 8, 2005, after 
they were convicted of operating an aircraft while drunk in the cockpit after 
an all-night drinking binge. 
Grand jury denies chicken-cruelty indictments 
MORGANTOWN, W.Va. - A 
grand jury has refused to indict 
former West Virginia chicken-plant 
workers who were caught on video 
kicking and stomping live birds, 
ending an 11-month crusade by 
People for the Ethical Treatment 
of Animals. 
The undercover PETA inves- 
tigator who videotaped alleged 
mistreatment at a Pilgrim's Pride 
processing plant in Moorefield 
helped special prosecutor Ginny 
Conley make a two-hour presenta- 
tion to a Hardy County grand jury 
on Tuesday. 
PETA wanted felony animal 
cruelty indictments against four 
workers accused of ripping the 
birds apart, spitting tobacco juice 
in their eyes and slamming them 
into a wall while they were still 
alive. But the 16-member panel 
failed to charge the unidentified 
workers. 
Still, PETA considered the hear- 
ing a victory and praised Conley 
for "an excellent job" presenting 
the case. 
"Chickens do better on scien- 
tific cognition tests than do dogs 
or cats. 
They have the same right not to 
be abused," said Bruce Friedrich, 
PETA director of vegan campaigns. 
"What was happening in this KFC- 
supplier slaughterhouse was shock- 
ing and abhorrent to all kind people, 
so we applaud Ms. Conley for taking 
the case to grand jury." 
Army headed to recruiting shortfall 
WASHINGTON - The Army ap- 
pears likely to fall short of its full-year 
recruiting goal for the first time since 
1999, raising longer-term questions 
about a military embroiled in its first 
protracted wars since switching from the 
draft to a volunteer force 32 years ago. 
Many young people and their par- 
ents have grown more wary of Army 
service because of the likelihood ofbeing 
dispatched on combat tours, opinion 
polls show. 
U.S. troops are dying at a rate of 
two a day in Iraq, more than two years 
after President Bush declared that major 
combat operations had ended. 
Dean defends criticism of Rep. party 
WASHINGTON - Democratic 
Party Chairman Howard Dean on 
Wednesday defended his recent harsh 
criticism of Republicans, including his 
observation that they are "pretty much 
a white, Christian party." 
Dean noted that he, too, is a white 
Christian. But he said the GOP is too 
narrow in its scope and the Demo- 
cratic Party is far more diverse. 
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OUR VIEW 
"If homosexuality is a disease, let's all 
call in queer to work.'Hellooo, can't „ 
work today, still queer'" 
-Robin Tyler 
Comedian 
Jackson verdict could mark new legacy for pop star 
AT ISSUE: Jackson's celebrity trial' not beneficial to anyone 
•      • 
»      » 
•      • 
Did he fondle the boy or not? The question 
doesn't get much clearer than that. 
Despite what seems to be a cut and dry case, Mi- 
chael Jackson's child molestation trial has lingered 
in the courts under the bright media spotlight for 14 
weeks, and for what? 
Most child molestation cases last just a few 
days—a week at most. The accused is brought in, the 
charges re read, a few people testify, the jury renders 
their verdict and the next case is brought in. 
While they may not last long, these court cases 
are taken seriously, and a convicted offender is 
prosecuted seriously — and quickly. 
Michael Jackson's case has been all but serious 
or speedy. 
Despite Jackson's constant shenanigans, from 
showing up late for court to wearing pajama pants, 
the case has seemingly been held up by Jackson's 
celebrity friends testifying that the family of the 
accuser are only gold-diggers, taking advantage of 
Jackson's fame and wealth. 
But let's be serious for a second. Who cares if 
the accuser's family was after money? Why should 
it matter if the accuser was a poor, sick child? 
If Jackson touched this boy inappropriately, none 
of the above things should matter. 
Molesting a child is unacceptable, regardless of 
the nature of the situation. The financial status or 
the intentions of a family member should have no 
bearing on a molestation case. 
Now, the wait is on. The jury started deliberating 
earlier this week and are believed to deliberate for 
at least a few more days, considering the amount 
information they were exposed to over the course 
of the trial. 
While Jackson is ultimately facing a felony charge 
of child molestation, there is also the possibility 
that he could be-charged with providing alcohol 
to a minor—which the accuser alleges he did—a 
misdemeanor charge. 
Regardless of the outcome, this case is the clas- 
sic example of celebrity privilege under the law: as 
long as you're rich and semi-famous, we'll give you 
a very long, drawn out trial, and make sure we let 
the jury know of the lesser charges that they could 
possibly choose. 
Regardless of how this case turns out, Michael 
Jackson is a sick man. 
While he may be remembered by some as the 
pop icon to ever live, his newest legacy as a sick, 
twisted human being may soon be all the people 
remember. 
« • 
« • 
Adam Crisp 
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Supreme Court 
smokes our rights 
I'm not a pot head. I don't smoke marijuana nor do I 
really want to. 
I find the smell to be a sickening stench somewhere 
between body odor and hot garbage. 
But I have to disagree with the recent 
ruling by the U.S. Supreme Court that 
bans medicinal marijuana. 
The bigger issue not whether some 
old lady with Glaucoma can blaze 
up, but whether the Supreme Court 
must respect state's rights to set its 
own laws. 
In the case of medicinal marijuana, 
several states have already passed laws 
that made the use of the drug for medical 
reasons legal. 
California's medical marijuana law, 
passed by voters in 1996, allows people 
to grow, smoke or obtain marijuana for 
medical needs with a doctor's recom- 
mendation. Alaska, Colorado, Hawaii, 
Maine, Montana, Nevada, Oregon, Ver- 
mont and Washington have laws similar to California's. 
Notice that I said the bill passed by the voters in 
California. 
Sure, we can all agree that California leans pretty heav- 
ily left, but you can't deny that it was the voters' choice to 
make the drug legal in certain circumstances. 
While our courts have the right to strike down laws, they 
should respect the rights of our states to step away from the 
rule of the federal government in certain circumstances. 
No matter the fight, all voters should note that our state 
governments know best. 
While we don't always agree with the guys up under 
the gold dome in Atlanta -1 know I sure don't - we have 
to respect that our legislative bodies are selected by the 
people, and therefore their decisions are valid. 
And in the cases where the voters head to the polls, 
we should especially take extreme caution when a court 
overrides the will of an entire group of millions. 
In this case, political watchers are seeing all sorts of 
strange bedfellows. 
Some of the courts most conservative justices - Clarence 
Thomas among them - said the decision to make smoking 
pot for your health illegal was a poor move. 
If you are a hard-core Republican, that you must be 
in favor of the 10th amendment, which governs state's 
rights. And if you believe state's should have the ability 
to govern at home, then you have to find the 6/3 decision 
in favor of federal authority over medicinal marijuana to 
be an abomination. 
Here's what Justice Thomas wrote in his dissent: 
"Respondents Diane Monson and Angel Raich use 
marijuana that has never been bought or sold, that has 
never crossed state lines, and that has had no demonstrable 
effect on the national market for marijuana. If Congress 
can regulate this under the Commerce Clause, then it can 
regulate virtually anything-and the Federal Government is 
no longer one of limited and enumerated powers." 
It's funny that I find myself at all in agreement with 
someone like of Clarence Thomas, and it's even more rare 
that I look for loop holes for people to smoke weed, but in 
this case I'm squarely on the side of the conservatives and 
yet, I haven't noticed and liberals who are happy with this 
week's decision either. Strange, eh? 
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Editorial Round-up | 
Herald-Journal(S.C) on 
port security: 
One of the most difficult secu- 
rity problems for the United States 
is the millions of cargo containers 
shipped to U.S. ports every year. 
It would be almost impossible 
to inspect all of these containers for 
terrorist weapons, bombs or even 
a nuclear device. 
Instead, U.S. Customs Service 
inspectors search a sampling of 
them. 
Now, a congressional inquiry 
has shown that a Customs Service 
plan to make that task more ef- 
ficient might have made security 
less efficient. 
The problem is that the govern- 
ment has doled out this low-secu- 
rity status too often without ever 
verifying that these companies are 
using better security precautions. 
The problem is that the govern- 
ment has doled out this low-se- 
curity status too often without 
ever verifying that these com- 
panies are using better security 
precautions.  
About 5,000 applications for 
the program have been accepted, 
but customs officials have verified 
only 597 companies. 
And so, a program designed 
to increase security and safety at 
ports may in fact be undermining 
that security. 
There are no easy answers to 
this problem, but Washington 
will have to do better than simply 
trusting those who say they will 
be careful. 
San Diego Union-Tribune, on U.S. immigration policy: 
Americans have a once-in-a-generation chance to fix U.S. immigration 
policy, which is beyond broken. Currently, there are nearly a dozen immigra- 
tion-related bills in Congress, and it seems likely that elements of each will 
be blended into a single, massive piece of legislation. 
Hopefully, amnesty won't be part of the final product. The country 
should not be in the 
Thecountryshouldnotbein 
the business of excusing law- 
breakers or doing for people 
whattheyshouldbedoingfor 
themselves — such as taking 
the necessary steps to become 
legal residents. 
business of excusing 
lawbreakers or doing 
for people what they 
should be doing for 
themselves — such as 
taking the necessary 
steps to become legal 
residents. 
That is what renders 
totally unsound and 
unworkable bills such 
as the one proposed 
by Sen. John McCain, R-Ariz., and Sen. Edward Kennedy, D-Mass., which 
provides a path to legalization for millions of illegal immigrants living in 
the United States. 
In order for it to be worth the paper on which it is printed, any worthwhile 
immigration reform bill must have three essential components: a guest worker 
program that pairs willing employers and willing employees, a new and 
more punitive round of criminal penalties for employers that knowingly and 
defiantly hire illegal immigrants, and a tamper-proof identification card. 
Without all three components — guest workers, employer sanctions and 
an identification card — immigration reform won't go anywhere. Things will 
continue on as they have for years, and Americans will have blown a historic 
opportunity to ensure otherwise. 
The Repository (Ohio) on female soldiers: 
The U.S. House of representatives smartly rejected an effort last week by 
Rep. Duncan Hunter, R-Calif., to restrict the U.S. military's abilities to use 
female soldiers. 
Hunter, chairman of the House Armed Services Committee, wanted to 
restrict the military from assigning women to any new ground combat-related 
jobs. Democrats and Republicans both put pressure on him to back down. So 
did the nations military leaders. 
The U.S. military is stretched thin in fighting the war in Iraq and keeping 
other commitments around the world. It is not a good idea to impose more 
unnecessary restrictions on the options that military leaders have. 
Morgan Marsh 
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Nothing too traditional about 
the 'traditional amendment' 
Last week's issue of The George-Anne included a col- 
umn by Todd Neufeld that really got under my skin. 
Todd begins his article by saying America is "under 
attack" by immigrants, that they are purposely using our 
constitution against us. First of all, Americans wrote the ' 
United States constitution. 
If Americans don't like the way 
immigrants are using it, they should ' 
consider changing it. I fail to see how 
passing a "traditional amendment" is 
any kind of a solution to the number i 
of immigrants coming into the U.S. 
and how they may be affecting our 
country, as Todd claims. , 
He believes this amendment would 
help protect the pledge of allegiance 
and Christmas pageants, among other 
things. 
But yet again, I don't see any kind 
of a connection between immigrants 
coming to America and needing 
to protect prayer before sporting 
events. 
Todd also blames some of our leaders for allowing > 
immigrants to come to America, driving down wages 
and free trade. 
True, population growth is a problem that desperately. 
needs to be addressed. 
But the solution isn't some backward "traditional 
amendment." Todd should have addressed the number ( 
of immigrants allowed into the U.S., or ways to keep il- 
legal immigrants out of the country, instead of looking 
for ways to save Christmas pageants. 
Todd's statement that our leaders have "conveniently 
forgotten all the wars we've fought to maintain our way 
of life" disappointed me the most. 
Todd has conveniently forgotten the first war we ever" 
fought to begin this way of life in America, and what we 
traditionally stood for. Immigration was one. 
We are a country built by and for immigrants. Toddi 
himself can trace his ancestry back to somewhere else in 
the world. The only true natives were almost completely 
wiped out long ago. , 
As far as American "traditions" go, they have com- 
pletely changed over time. I highly doubt anyone wants 
to return to the time when "witches" were burned at 
stakes, or when African Americans weren't even allowed 
into the local restaurant or library. 
Times change, and very often for the better. 
I can see Todd's problem with illegal immigration, 
but legal immigrants are hardly a threat to the typical 
American. 
Most Americans wouldn't even consider doing the' 
jobs immigrants often take willingly. 
We tend to hold onto this belief that we are all too 
good for certain jobs, such as trash pick-up, construe-" 
tion, or lawn services. 
Who are we to complain then, when immigrants are 
willing to move here to do the jobs Americans feel we're % 
too good for? 
Todd is convinced that his "traditional amendment" 
proposition would be supported by at least 70 percent of t 
the population. I highly disagree with this idea. 
I truly believe the American people have enough 
sense to realize that the problem is not nearly as serious 
as Todd makes it out to be. Our country needs to stop' 
focusing so much on irrelevant "traditional" issues and 
start focusing on the real issues at hand. 
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Today in History 
Today isThursday,June9,the160thday of 2005. 
There are 205 days left in the year. 
Today's Highlight in History: On June 9, 
A.D. 68, the Roman Emperor Nero commit- 
ted suicide. 
On This Date: 
•In 1870, author Charles Dickens died in 
Godshill, England. 
•In 1940, Norway surrendered to the Nazis 
during World War II. 
•In 1954, during the Senate-Army Hearings, 
Army special counsel Joseph N. Welch asked 
Sen. Joseph R. McCarthy: "Have you no sense 
of decency, sir?" 
•In 1969, the U.S. Senate confirmed Warren 
Burger to be the new chief justice of the 
United States, succeeding Earl Warren. 
•In 1973, Secretariat became horse racing's 
first Triple Crown winner in 25 years by win- 
ning the Belmont Stakes. 
•I n 1978, leaders of the Church of Jesus 
Christ of Latter-Day Saints struck down a 
148-year-old policy of excluding black men 
from the Mormon priesthood. 
•In 1980, comedian Richard Pryor suffered 
almost fatal burns at his San Fernando Valley, 
Calif, home when a mixture of "free-base" 
cocaine exploded. 
•Five years ago: The Justice Department 
released a report saying an 18-month in- 
vestigation had found no credible evidence 
that conspirators aided or framed James Earl 
Ray in the 1968 assassination of civil rights 
leader Martin Luther King Jr. Painter Jacob 
Lawrence died in Seattle at age 82. Sculptor 
George Segal died at his New Jersey home 
at age 75. 
•One year ago: The body of Ronald Reagan 
arrived in Washington to lie in state in 
the U.S. Capitol Rotunda before the 40th 
president's funeral. 
"Today in History" information provided by 
the Associated Press. 
Five colleges get projects added to construction wish list 
Georgia Southern not among schools on Board of Regents' list to receive state construction dollars 
Associated Press 
ATLANTA - Presidents of some 
of the state's colleges and universities 
put their best sales 
pitches to work 
Tuesday, hoping 
to persuade the 
Board of Regents 
to add their proj- 
ects to the wish list 
for state construc- 
tion dollars. 
In the end, 
only five projects 
made the cut to be included on the 
boards priority list for future funding, 
led by a proposed new humanities 
Thomas 
Meredith 
building at Georgia State University 
in downtown Atlanta. 
Also making the cut: an academic 
building at Dalton State College, a new 
science building at Savannah State 
University, a new veterinary hospital 
at the University of Georgia and a 
new dentistry facility for the Medical 
College of Georgia. 
The projects, worth $254 million, 
will become the newest additions to 
the boards running list of priorities. 
Each time the Legislature provides 
funds for the top-ranked projects, 
those below move up to take their 
place. 
It can take from five to seven years 
for newly added projects to reach the 
top of the list and get funded. 
In all, 14 presidents seeking more 
than $600 million in funds appeared 
before the board Tuesday to explain 
why their campus project should take 
priority over anyone else's. 
Many cited skyrocketing enroll- 
ment, some stressed the need to 
replace dysfunctional facilities and 
others cited their role in the state's 
economy of providing workers to fill 
needed jobs. 
The 14 invited to make personal 
presentations were those who survived 
an initial round of prioritizing by 
Board of Regents staff. 
Martin NeSmith, chairman of the 
committee on real estate and facili- 
ties, said the university system faces 
a huge unmet need for construction 
dollars to make campus improvements 
throughout Georgia. 
"We're at a point where we have to 
decide do we want to educate students 
here or not," he said. 
Chancellor Thomas Meredith 
said the system has identified $7 bil- 
lion worth of need in the next 10 to 
15 years. . 
Georgia State's proposed new 
humanities building would cost $77.5 
million, with $20 million of that com- 
ing from private funds. President Carl 
Patton said it is aimed at resolving 
a "massive space shortage" in seven 
programs. 
The Dalton State College program, 
at a price tag of $22 million, would 
build new classrooms, labs and faculty 
offices for a growing north Georgia 
college. 
At Savannah State, the proposed 
$28 million new building would allow 
the college to move students out of a 
rundown building on campus. 
"One quarter of our academic 
space is substandard and dysfunc- 
tional," President Carlton Brown told 
the board. 
University of Georgia President 
Mike Adams told the board the 
university's veterinary school has to 
turn down two Georgians for every 
one it accepts because of space limita- 
tions at the veterinary hospital. 
In addition, he said, the best faculty 
members "don't' want to come here 
once they see the hospital." 
The new hospital would cost $68.5 
million. 
The Medical College of Georgia 
would spend $78 million in state funds 
and $30 million in private funds for 
a new school of dentistry building. It 
would replace a building that is too 
small and out of date, said President 
Daniel Rahn. 
Chancellor, college presidents 
get two percent pay raises 
Associated Press 
ATLANTA - The Board of Regents 
approved pay raises of about two 
percent Wednesday for the chancel- 
lor of the university system and the 
presidents of the state's public colleges 
and universities. 
The new pay scale takes effect 
in January, and is about in line with 
the pay raise approved by the Legis- 
lature earlier this year for teachers, 
state workers and university system 
employees. 
Chancellor Thomas Meredith, 
whose yearly contract was renewed 
by the board last month, will get a 
$5,500 pay raise boosting his salary 
from $278,955 to $284,534. 
Like the presidents of the state's 
larger universities, Meredith also will 
get a special salary supplement — in 
his case an additional $192,000 in 
annual deferred compensation. 
In the past, the supplements were 
funded by foundations, which were 
created to raise private dollars for 
the university system or the colleges. 
That's not the case anymore. 
Under a policy change approved 
last year, state funds will be used to pay 
for the supplements, and the founda- 
tions will reimburse the state. 
The switch was designed to ensure 
that top leaders of the university sys- 
tem are beholden only to the Board 
of Regents for their money. 
The chancellor and all of the presi- 
dents also are given entertainment 
allowances up to $15,500. Those who 
don't live in a presidential home get a 
$19,400 housing allowance. 
THE NEW 
TWELFTH 
Bulloch County's new 
congressional district 
isn't much of a change 
although we're no longer 
lumped with Athens or 
Clarke County. 
AdamCrisp/STAFF 
REDISTRICTING, FROM THE FRONT 
ous district," said Bullock. "John 
Barrow should be concerned about 
a challenge in the Democratic Pri- 
mary." 
According to Bullock, about 40 
percent of voters are African-Ameri- 
can in the new twelfth. He says that 
percentage could translate into a 60 
percent black turnout during the 
Democratic primary. 
Additionally, Bullock predicts 
it might be hard for Barrow to win 
re-election because the new twelfth 
lops off Athens and Clarke County, 
which is Barrow's hometown and 
core center for support. Barrow 
has promised to move into the new 
twelfth even though the law doesn't 
require him to do so. 
"Anyway the congressman can 
serve the people of the twelfth dis- 
trict is good by him," said Harper 
Lawson, a spokesman for Barrow. 
"He will live in the district no matter 
what. He was elected by the people 
of the twelfth district, and almost 80 
percent of the old district comprises 
this new district." 
Burns, who was once a professor 
of information technology at GSU, 
said this past week that he will run 
against Barrow in November 
"I've spent the last few months 
listening to friends, leaders, and 
voters from all over the new 12th 
District," said Burns in a statement 
released by his campaign. "Lora and I 
are both humbled and gratified at the 
tremendous amount of encourage- 
ment we've received. We're excited. 
We will run a great campaign." 
The justice department has 90 
days to rule on this current congres- 
sional map. Barrow s spokesperson all 
but promised protests to the plan, but 
Bullock predicts there is little room 
to squabble. 
"This map has to get approval 
from the Dept. of Justice. It should 
be no problem though," said Bullock. 
"The only thing the justice depart- 
ment considers is whether a new 
map dilutes minority voters. There 
are still four districts represented by 
African-Americans from Georgia. 
This new map won't make it harder 
for them to get re-elected, in fact it 
might make it easier." 
State employees fired for not filing their taxes 
ATLANTA - Three Georgia De- 
partment of Revenue employees who 
ignored warnings to pay their taxes 
have been fired. 
Revenue Commissioner Bart 
Graham said Tuesday that tax exam- 
iners Nadeen Davis and Marilyn Ivey 
and account paraprofessional Henry 
Nunnery were fired for failing to file 
a tax return or failing to make timely 
tax payments. 
The three had been issued warn- 
ings urging them to file state income 
tax returns in a timely manner, ac- 
cording to letters made public by the 
department. 
"We, at a minimum, need to set an 
example," Graham said. 
t 
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Construction begins on Georgia Avenue for bus turnaround 
The intersection of Georgia Avenue and Forest Drive (in front of the University Store) were closed yesterday, and 
will remain closed for at least 30 days for road improvements. A bus turnaround will be installed at this intersec- 
tion. Georgia Avenue will be closed beginning at Chandler Road, and Forest Drive will be closed to thru traffic 
starting at Cedarwood (Health Center). The parking lots next to the Carruth Building and Building 805 (parking 
and transportation offices) will remain accessible from Forest Drive. 
Norwood: Time 
for U.S. to pull out 
of World Trade 
Organization 
Associated Press 
WASHINGTON - A Georgia 
congressman who contends some 
free trade agreements are doing the 
country more harm than good is 
suggesting the United States take the 
extraordinary step of pulling out of 
the World Trade Organization. 
Rep. Charlie Norwood, R-Ga., is a 
co-sponsor of a measure that would 
do just that and has been encourag- 
ing colleagues to sign on. The bill, 
proposed by Vermont independent 
Bernard Sanders, is guaranteed to 
get a vote in Congress as part of the 
terms of the WTO, although approval 
is a longshot. 
"My worst fears have been real- 
ized," Norwood said. "This monstros- 
ity of a trade agreement has been a 
key contributor to record U.S. trade 
deficits, the loss of millions of good- 
paying factory jobs, an undermin- 
ing of U.S. sovereignty, and is now 
threatening the very existence of the 
American middle class." 
Augusta senator 
to be replaced with 
special election 
ATLANTA - Gov. Sonny Perdue 
said Monday he is "looking toward" 
Sept. 20 as the date for a special election 
in Richmond County to fill the office of 
suspended Sen. Charles Walker. 
Walker, a Democrat, was convicted 
in federal court Friday on 127 of 137 
counts in his criminal trial, includ- 
ing mail fraud, conspiracy, campaign 
finance fraud and tax fraud. 
Under the state constitution, he 
was immediately suspended from 
office. The governor now must call a 
special election to fill the seat for the 
remainder of the term or until any ap- 
peals are settled. 
Perdue said he 
hasn't made a fi- 
nal decision but is 
talking with local 
officials, hoping 
to tie the election 
date to other pend- 
ing elections and Charles 
thereby minimize Walker 
the cost to the tax- 
payers. 
Walker once was one of the most 
powerful Democratic legislators in 
Georgia. Perdue, who often clashed 
with Walker while serving in the 
Senate, said the conviction saddened 
him. 
"I have personal feelings any time 
anybody involved in public service is 
convicted of a felony," he said during 
a Capitol news conference on another 
topic. "I'm sad for him, I'm sad for the 
situation and I'm sad for his conviction 
and the circumstances that led up to 
his conviction." 
Noting the recent conviction of 
former Rep. Robin Williams, R-Au- 
gusta, on conspiracy charges and the 
pending trial of former state School 
Superintendent Linda Schrenko, 
Perdue said, "The message to all of 
us is that no one is above that law. 
Whether you're in elected office or 
not, no one is above the law. None of 
us are above the law." 
He said public officials "should 
hold ourselves to higher standards 
than we expect of other citizens 
because we hold that office of public 
trust." 
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Trbune Media Services 
, TV LISTINGS 
. MOVIE LISTINGS 
HALL OF FAME LETTER: 
Check out what might be the first musicaly expressed letter to the editor1 
Our bant/loves us 
« Sound Cfc: WAV feral (677k) 
• Graphic: Sheet Music .JPG iorman'W 
.^Google- 
Listen Live to 
91.9 WVGS 
We're Doing It 
Three Times a 
Week. 
WEDNESDAY 
THURSDAY See the Latest 
G-A Issue 
Online! 
See Local 
TV and 
Movie Listings 
Founded August 1995. 
Want to place an ad or classified? &mai the Ads Manager. Ads Manager 
Student PubScatJons WebMaster: Mark Gensheimer. 
Copyright 8 20W, Statement 0! Operations Al rights reserved. 
Links to 
The Reflector & 
Miscellany 
r-V^VN 
Want to place an ad 
or classified? 
E-mail the Ads Manager! 
THE GEORGE-ANNE NEED MONEY? SELL IT HERE! The George-Anne accepts classified ads from students as well as 
faculty and staff at no charge for non-commercial use only. Have 
something you'd like to sell, need to find a roommate, or want a cage 
for your pet iguana? Fill out a classified form in The George-Anne's 
office on the second floor of the Williams Center 9 a.m.-5 p.m. Monday- 
Friday.or email to ads@georgiasouthem.edu (be sure to include your name, 
address and phone number for our records).Classifieds for businesses or 
off-campus organizations are subject to a charge. Please see the statement 
below for information.The G-A reserves the right to refuse any advertisement 
Crossword 
ACROSS 
1 American buffalo 
6 Ken or Lena 
10 Castro's island 
14 Hersey'sbell 
town 
15 Three squared 
16 Numbered work 
17 Cheerful tunes 
18 Make one's 
mouth water 
20 World of films 
22 "Who's the 
Boss?" star 
23 Temporary 
expedient   . 
24 Gather together 
26 Tartan topper 
27 Male affair 
28 Crooner Torme 
31 H&tfield's foe 
34 Actress Angelina 
35 Lennon's Yoko 
36 Lotion-additive 
37 Erin of "Happy 
Days" 
38 Roof-rack tote 
39 Totality 
40 Highway 
components 
41 Nappy leather 
42 Links peg 
43 Water pitcher 
44 Brooch 
45 Burns slightly 
47 Davenport of 
tennis 
51 Leers at 
53 Clever 
comeback 
54 Display again 
57 Coronet 
58 Highland hillside 
59 "Swan Lake" skirt 
60 Go back to 
committee 
61 E-mail button 
62 Tread 
63 Fire residue 
DOWN 
1 Aromatic salves 
2 Dunce 
3 Military salute 
4 Extending one's 
height 
5 Small bouquet 
6 In the better 
position 
1 2 S -1 5 1 7 8 3 1 IS . 11 IS 13 14 " . , 17 15 
20 21 J 22 
23 
| 
24 26 
20 r 
| 
28 29 30 
31 32 33 
| 
34 
1 
35 
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39 1 40 1 44 4? 43 v | 
' 
40 ■ 47 48 49 50 
51 52 53 
54 50 56 1 57 58 l 59 60 61 52 63 
©zoc 
AM rig 
STtib 
his re servr 
edia 
d. 
Servic es. In C. 33/2 1/06 
7 Actor Neeson 
8 Quaint quarters 
9 Final profit 
10 Soft drinks 
11 Cheech and 
Chong movie 
12 Astronaut 
Aldrin 
13 On the Aegean 
19 Pithy saying 
21 TVA creation 
24 Book of maps 
25 Primary 
27 More achy 
29 Geraint's loyal 
lady 
30 Come in last 
31 Crow's-nest 
support 
32 Hint 
33 Confess 
34 Part of DJIA 
37 Bryn __ College 
38 This and that 
40 Chow chow 
controller 
41 "From Here to 
Eternity" star 
Solutions 
44 Domino dot 
46 Jinxed 
47 Slacken 
48 Secrefstore 
49 Eagle's abode 
50 Abbey Theatre 
founder 
51 Spheres 
52 Richard of 
"Pretty 
Woman"   , 
53 Ritual practice 
55 "_ My Party" 
56 Except 
CAPTAIN RIBMAN    Gag 
20 Announcements 
HAVING A meeting next 
week? Place an ad in The 
George-Anne to boost your 
attendance!  
40 Autos for Sale 
1997 FORD EXPLORER XLT 
Black n ew engine. All power. 
10 disc changer CD, running 
board, asking $5,500 OBO 
call 489-8935 or 678-101/. 
1996 HONDA ACCORD 
black, 4 door, good condi- 
tion,  190,000 miles. Call 
223-3572      ■' 
IF YOUR in the market for a 
new car, place an ad in the G- 
A to sell your old car fast. 
F& 93 Jeep Grand Cherokee 
Limited 4X4. 3" Suspension 
Lift, 32"BFG All-Terains, Low 
mileage, AC, Perfect $5400 
OBO 478-290-4799.  
 75 Churches  
DO YOU want to bring stud- 
ents to your church activities? 
Place an ad in the G-A! 
■:,    90 Education 
FUN & STUFF Visit our Web . 
site for list of things to do 
that are educational and 
fun.   httpj/www.stp.georgia- 
so{ithern. edu/funstuff/ 
100 Etcetera 
LOT OF 8 Khaki shirts and 
2 pairs of jeans size 46 ($7 
each). One navy blue sport 
coat size 56R ($40). Buy 
individual poieces or entire 
lot, 681-5033.  
MOUNTAIN BIKE — Gary 
Fisher Hoo Hoo E Koo hard 
tail bicycle. Rock Shox, front 
suspension, shimanpo com- 
ponents, red & white paint, 
ready to ride $250 OBO 
770-262-6204  
 110 Freebies 
FREE DOG. Brown & white 
border collie mix. Needs 
room to run. Has all shots, 
been neutered. Call 912- 
678-9729 
120 Furniture & 
Appliances 
FOR SALE: Black couch 
$125, White toddler bed $30, 
Toddler Mattress $30, Power- 
house Exercise Machine $75, 
Call 481-1779 after 6 p.m. 
WASHER/DRYER. BOTH in 
good condition. $200. 
FOR SALE: Black card table 
and 4 matchjing chairs $25. 
Black TV stand $25. Large 
wooden desk $6-. Call Whit- 
ney 404-514-6318       '■;' 
165 Mobile Homes 
1992 MOBILE Home for Sale. 
14x70 2 bedroom 2 bath 
excellent condition. $10,500. 
Located in teh Heritage MHP 
on Old Register Road. Call 
912-359-2995. Ask for Ray 
Knight or leave message. 
200 Pets & Supplies  
REDTAIL BOA w/cage for 
sale. About 6 feet long. Cage 
is really nice with built-in heat- 
ing and thermometer. Asking 
$150 for everything. CallJimi 
@ 531-1952  
220 Rentals & Real 
Estate 
mmm^mmmm—mmm—m 
ROOMS FOR Rent brand 
new house $395 room all 
inclusive. First month's rent 
free available ASAP through 
end of summer call Tryo 703- 
927-0924 ^__ 
4BR/4BATH PLANTERS 
ROW house for rent. $325 
per person. Contact ASAP 
770-714-8666 or 912-871- 
4075. Available August 1 
ONE BEDROOM Downtown 
Apartment Sublease. Clean 
and spacious. With washer 
and microwave oven. $315 / 
month negotiable. Available 
now, call Wei at 979-739- 
7593  
SUBLEASE on bedroom in 
a 4 bedroom at Sterling for 
summer May 10 through Au- 
gust 1. $600 for all 3 months 
inclusive, cable, washer, dry- 
er, internet, pool call 770-374- 
8798 or bwingatl ©yahoo, 
com 
by Sprengelmeyer & Davis 
2 Dudes By Aaron Warner . 
SUBLEASE 1BR/BA in Haw- 
thorne Court. Large Cottage 
style apartment' Pools, vol- 
leyball, food, shopping local. 
1 year lease August 05 - July 
06. $325/month. Call 423- 
605-2195 
FOR RENT: 3BR/2BA Park 
Place Apartment ASvailable 
in AUgust. Pets allowed. 
Please call 912-682-2515 
SUBLEASE —■ FEMALE 
preferred. Private bdrm/bath 
in GHarden District apt w/ 
2 females. $375, everying 
included. 5 min to campus; 
05-06 Commuter Parking. 
Avail August. Darla Elliott 
912-681-6539  
230Roommates 
HMMMMMi 
ROOMMATE NEEDED 2 gins 
looking for friendly outgoing 
roommate female or male. 
3 bedroom 2 bath house in 
University Place, fenced-in 
back yard, close to campus, 
spacious house. Move in date 
August 1 or sooner. Lease 
ends in July 2006. Please 
call Sarah 1-404-310-6356 
or Jena 1-912-441-5670 for 
questions. 
2 RM wanted 3BR/2BA 
house. $300/monthg. Pets 
apartment, fireplace, office, 
huge yard, close to campus. 
Call 912-399-4448 
FEMALE STUDENT needed 
for Southern Courtyard in 
summer. Call Mera at 688- 
7360  
290 Travel 
FUN & STUFF 
Visit our Web site for list of 
places to visit and things to do 
that are both educational and 
fun. On-line at http://www. 
stp.georgiasouthern. . 
eau/funstuff/ 
I SHOULDN'T HAVE TO 
F4K FOR COURSES THAT 
IPtPH'TFASS, VWZ. 
IT'S NOT MY 
FAULT THEY 
P! WT WORK. 
I' 
*   ♦ 
"I don't understand you, Megan. Despite my 
ceaseless warnings, you still insist upon aging! 
"When doing business, I always lock on a person's 
eyes when I shake their hand ... so they don't see 
me light-fingering their wallet." 
'    • 
* 
STATEMENT OF 
OPERATIONS 
The George-Anne is the of- 
ficial student newspaper of 
Georgia Southern Universi- 
ty, owned and operated by 
GSU students and utilizing 
the facilities provided by 
GSU. The newspaper is 
the oldest continuously 
d in Bulloch County and 
Statesboro, Ga.The ideas 
expressed herein are those 
of the editor or the indi- 
vidual authors and do not 
necessarily represent the 
views of the Student Media 
Advisory Board, the admin- 
istration, the faculty and 
staff of Georgia Southern 
University, or the University 
System of Georgia. The 
George-Anne is published 
three times weekly (Mon- 
day-Wednesday-Thursday) 
during the academic year 
and six times during 
summers. Any questions 
regarding content should 
be directed to the editor at 
by phone at 912/681-5246 
or fax at 912/486-7113. 
Readers may access the 
newspaper and its archives 
staff by visiting our web 
site at http://www.stp.geor- 
giasouthern.edu. 
STUDENTS BEWARE 
The George-Anne screens 
all advertisements prior to 
publication. The newspa- 
per strives to accept ads for 
legitimate products and 
services only. Students are 
urged to exercise caution 
when replying to ads — 
particularly those which re- 
quire a credit card number, 
other personal information, 
or money in advance of 
the delivery of a product or. 
service. Students are also 
urged to report to the news- 
paper any suspicious offers 
which they might see in an 
ad. Remember, if an offer 
seems too good to be true, 
it probably is. 
FREEBIEINFO 
ALL FREE student and 
faculty ads to be run in 
the George-Anne must 
have a NAME, RO. BOX and 
PHONE NUMBER. Ads will 
be rejected if they do not 
have this information. NO 
EXCEPTIONS. 
OFFICES, MAIL, PHONES 
Room 2023, F.I.Williams 
Center. The George-Anne, 
P.O. Box 8001, Georgia 
Southern University, 
Statesboro, Ga. 30460. 
912/681-5246 (News) or 
912/618-5418 (Advertising) 
or 912/486-7113 (Fax); 
912/681-0069 (adviiser). 
EMAIL DIRECTORY 
Editor in Chief 
gaeditonageorgiasouthern. 
edu ■ 
Managing Editor 
gamed@georgiasouthern. 
edu 
News Editor 
ganewsed@georgia- 
southern.edu 
Advertising 
ads@georgiasouthern.edu 
ADVERTISING 
INFORMATION 
The George-Anne reserves 
the right to refuse any ad- 
vertisement. 
DISPLAY AD DEADLINE: 
The deadline for reserving 
space and submitting ad- 
vertising copy is Noon, one 
week prior to the intended 
publication date. 
FOR MORE INFO, rate 
cards, sample publications, 
contact: LindseyTreadwell, 
Marketing Director, ADS, 
(912) 681-5418, ads@geor- 
giasouthern.edu; or Bill 
Neville, Student Media Co- 
ordinator, (912) 681-0069, 
bneville@georgiasouthern. 
edu 
PROOFING/ERRORS/OMIS- 
S/ON5:The newspaper 
makes every reasonable ef- 
fort to present correct and 
complete information in ad- 
vertisements. However, the 
advertiser is responsible 
for proofing the ad upon 
publication and should 
notify the newspaper imme- 
diately in the event of an 
error. The newspaper is not 
responsible for any errors 
in advertisements and its 
liability for adjustments is 
limited to the amount of 
space the error occupied 
in the ad. Further, the news- 
paper is not responsible for 
any damages caused due 
to an ad's omission from a 
particular edition and its 
responsibility solely is to 
reschedule the ad in the 
next regular edition at the 
regular advertising rates. 
CLASSIFIED ADS: Free clas- 
sified ads from students, 
faculty and staff must be 
non-commercial in nature 
and submitted in writing, 
with the name of the 
sender, local address, and 
phone number. No free 
ads taken via telephone 
- at this price we don't 
take dictation. One free 
ad per person per week. 
Commercial classified are 
25 cents per word with a 
$5 minimum per insertion. 
Tearsheets are $2 extra per 
insertion. 
CIRCULATION INFORMA- 
TION: Mail subscriptions 
are not available at this 
time. However, readers 
may visit our web site for 
free access to current and 
past issues. Visit www.stp. 
georgiasouthern.edu. It is 
the goal of the newspaper 
to have its edition placed 
on-line within 24 hours of 
publication. Breaking news 
will be placed on-line as 
warranted. The George- 
Anne is distributed free 
of charge on the Georgia 
Southern University cam- 
pus through delivery sites 
located in campus build- 
ings, at off-campus sites, 
and in residence halls. 
NOTICE 
Readers may pick up one 
free copy, and a second for 
a roommate or acquaint- 
ance, at distribution sites. 
Additional copies are 50 
cents each and are avail- 
able at the Williams Center. 
However, unauthorized 
removal of additional 
copies from a distribu- 
tion site constitutes theft 
under Georgia law, a misde- 
meanor offense punishable 
by a fine and/or jail time. 
Editors will seek to have 
any person(s) who removes 
more than the authorized 
number of copies from dis- 
tribution sites prosecuted 
to the full extent of the law. 
NOTE 
We gratefully acknowledge 
the theft of our slogan 
-"Liked by Many, Cussed 
by Some, Read by them 
AII"-from Robert Williams 
of the Blackshear Times. 
Call Bob and he can tell 
you who he stole it from 
originally. 
Rip us off 
That s right, classified ads are free for students, faculty and staff. Here's the deal: 20 words 
or less, submitted with this handy form or via email to ads@georgiasouthern.edu. You 
can also place ads in person at the G-A office, Room 2022, Williams Center. One ad per 
person per issue. Non-commercial use only. 
Name: 
Telephone: 
Address: 
Name, address and telephone number is required for ALL free ads. 
Send your classified ad to: The George-Anne 
P.O. Box 8001 
Statesboro, GA 30460 
Sorry, no free ads accepted by telephone. At these prices we don't take dictation 
• 
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SPORTS 
I THE GEORGE-ANNE 
BRAVES SIGN FIRST FIVE DRAFT PICKS 
The Atlanta Braves signed first-round draft pick Joey Devine, a relief pitcher from North 
Carolina State, and six other draft selections Wednesday. The team announced it also has 
signed Beau Jones, a pitcher who had signed with Louisiana State; infielder Yunel Escobar, a 
Cuban defector; pitcher Jeffrey Lyman, who had signed with Arizona State and third-round 
pick Jordan Shafer, an outfielder from Haines City, Fla. 
Wipke Drafted by Angels 
GSUs catcher goes in 38th round to 
the Los Angeles Angels of Anaheim 
Grayson Hoffman/STAFF 
GSU senior catcher Flint Wipke catches during the April 18 game vs. Elon. 
Wipke, drafted yesterday by the Los Angeles Angels of Anaheim, posted 
a .310 batting avg. with 13 homeruns and 54 RBI while playing in 55 of 58 
games this season. 
GSU Athletics Media Relations 
STATESBORO - Georgia South- 
ern University's Flint Wipke was se- 
lected in day two of the Major League 
Baseball draft. The Eagles' starting 
catcher went in the 38th round to the 
Los Angeles of Anaheim Angels as the 
1,153 overall pick. 
Wipke started in 55 of his 58 ap- 
pearances this season. He batted .310 
while tying for the team lead with 13 
home runs. Those homers also tied 
him for third-most in the Southern 
Conference. 
In addition Wipke recorded 14 
doubles, team-high four triples and 
drew 11 walks. He scored 41 runs 
and drove in 54. Defensively Wipke 
posted .986 fielding and .596 slugging 
percentages. The senior catcher stole 
7-of-10 bases. 
He helped the Eagles to a 38-22 
overall record, 18-11 in SoCon play. 
Georgia Southern was runner-up in 
both the SoCon regular season and 
tournament. 
"We're very happy for Flint and 
his opportunity with the Angels. 
He's worked very hard and earned 
the right to play at the next level. We 
wish him all the best. Without ques- 
tion he'll be a great ambassador of 
Georgia Southern at the next level," 
said Georgia Southern head coach 
Rodney Hennon. "Defensively I don't 
think we saw a better catcher all year. 
He's not only a quality player but a 
quality person. He graduated last 
month and was named Second Team 
Academic All-District." 
Price Named to PING First Team All-America Squad 
GSU Athletics Media Relations 
BALTIMORE, Md. - The Golf 
Coaches Association of America 
(GCAA) named Aron Price to its 
PING First Team All-America team 
this weekend. Price's award marks the 
first time since 1981 that a golfer from 
Georgia Southern has received first 
team accolades. Jodie Mudd, a former 
PGA golfer, and Jimmy Ellis are the 
only other Eagle golfers to earn first 
team plaudits. 
Price ended his career at Georgia 
Southern over the weekend at the 
NCAA Championships, where he 
finished tied for seventh with a 3-over 
283 for the tournament. He has made 
his mark in the Georgia Southern 
record books—and the rest of the 
nation has noticed. 
"This is obviously a great accom- 
plishment for Aron," said head golf 
coach Larry Mays. "This is a very elite 
group, basically the top 10 golfers in 
the nation. He is the first person named 
first team since Jodie (Mudd), and he 
(Jodie) was one of the top collegiate 
golfers when he won, so this speaks 
very highly of Aron." 
Price has had a very successful 
senioryear, winning four tournaments 
(seven overall), coming one shy of the 
school record. He led the Eagles and 
the Southern Conference with his 70.9 
stroke average, setting a new school 
record. His 72.1 career stroke average 
is second best in school history. 
File Photo 
Aron Price 
Eagles Finish 13th 
at the NCAA Golf 
Championship 
School says the showing was the best 
in nearly twenty-five years 
GSU Athletics Media Relations 
BALTIMORE, Md. - Georgia 
Southern shot a final round 10-over 
par 290 in the final round of the 
2005 NCAA National Championship 
played at Caves Valley Golf Course. 
The Eagles finished in a tie for 13th 
overall, the highest team finish since 
the 1980 squad was seventh. 
The Eagles tied with Georgia State 
for 13th, nine strokes back of a Top 
10' finish. 
"We had a couple of double-bogeys 
down the stretch that might have cost 
up a couple of spots. There were too 
many big numbers, once you give up 
strokes it's hard to get them back," 
said head coach Larry Mays. "Overall 
I thought we played solid today and 
played well all week. We played right 
up to the last day in college golf, that's 
what you look for each year. 
"Our guys competed well. We end- 
ed up beating the number one team 
in the country who was the favorite 
heading into the national champion- 
ship (Oklahoma State)," stated Mays. 
"There are a lot of teams wanting to 
be where we are at right now" 
Led by Aron Price, the Eagles 
finished +53 (1,173) for the tourna- 
ment. Price finished tied for seventh 
individually with a 2-over 72 today, 
3-over (283) throughout the cham- 
pionship. Price was a finalist for the 
Ben Hogan Award. 
"I'm proud of the way Aron played. 
He capped a great career at Georgia 
Southern by finishing among the 'Top 
10' in the nation today," said Mays. 
Bryan Jones led the Eagles during 
the final round, shooting an even-par 
70. He made up for a double-bogey 
on hole 13 by carding four birdies. 
He finished 20-over for the cham- 
pionship. 
David Palm was 4-over on the final 
round and 10-over for the champi- 
onship. He tied for 27th among the 
individual leaders. Palm, who had 
back-to-back birdies on 15 and 16, was 
1-under on the back nine. A double- 
bogey on his final hole dropped him 
two strokes back. 
Jon David Kennedy shot his 
tournament-low 4-over on Satur- 
day, finishing 25-over. He had one 
double-bogey early in the round but 
rebounded to record 13 pars and a 
birdie. 
Kurt Watkihs ended today 6-over 
and was29-overforthe championship. 
He had a birdie and 10 pars. 
a\ 
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ffinsa 764-7669 
Tire, Alignment 
& Exhaust Center 
612 S. Zetterower Avenue 
489-4444 
Includes up to 
5 qts. of Castrol 
5W20, 5W30, 
www.expresstuneandlube.com     g JOV/30 or20W50 
^Oirehange Special 
Holiday « Greek 
& Italian Restaurant 
$1795 > 
,5< 
Monday - Friday 7:30am - 6:30pm I 
Located a half block north of Wendy's,   L Price applies to most vehicles. Expires 7/31/05 
Two 12" Pizzas • Special 
1 topping - $7^ • 2 topping - $9^ 
3 topping - $11^ 
New additions to menu! Expanded dining room! 
We accept Visa, MasterCard & EAGLEXPRESS™ 
405 Fair Road • Next to Rec. Dept. • Free Delivery! 
Open Daily from 11am - 11:30pm 
LASAGNA • SPAGHETTI • STEAK GRINDERS • GREEK S?5' 
  MB' 1liH>„il>lii„„. 
Offering Statesboro the finest coffees,teas & frozen drinks 
We also carry a wide selection 
*tjk of bottled waters & pasteries 
oJ> 8 71 -J A V. 
ited across from the Fair Grounds 
on Highway 67 
www.splashintheboro.com 
► 
fOFFIE 
"n  ' 
fJ^UJJJ 
f 
406 Fair %oad, StatesSoro, CfA 
(beside (E( Sombrero) 
912-764-2873 
TTT* 
CAMI SETS ~ BABYDOLLS 
CORSETS ~ BODY SUITS 
HOSERY ~ THONGS 
BRAS ~ PANTIES 
'"     MM* 
CiuhkirC CCothes 
ComirC Soon! 
Monday-"Friday 10 a.m. - 6j).m. 
T'dursday until 8 -p.m.] 
Bring your 
valid GSU 
ID to get the 
Discount f 
!F4K.l'fr'HM 000 
Highway 24 
Statesboro 
Miff Creek Park 
iWMMn u* Bore 
I Monday ■ Thursday 10 AM -6 PM 
I Friday & Saturday 10 AM-8 PM 
Sunday Noon -6 PM 
Dates vfi 
May 21-August 7 (daily) 
August 13- Septembers 
(Saturdays & Sundays only) 
September 5 (Labor Day. 10 AM-6 PM) 
2&&5 :Pwrk Fam 
RegularPiice "Dsoount Price 
$7.60 $6.00 
$9.00 $7.50 
$95.00 $75.00 
$115.00       $95.00 
$275.00       $225.00 
"—*£$** 
I Youth Daily Pass 
I Adult OaJy Pass 
I Youth Summer Pass 
I Adult Summer Pass 
I "Famly Season Pass 
'Discounts are available in a variety of forms; most notably | 
I with proof of residency in Bulkxh County. 
] "A family may consisl of up to 5 members, all shanng the j 
I same residence. If a family is made up of more than 5 j 
I members, additional passes may be purchased for $40 j 
(S3S discounted). ls£hr^ 
REGIONAL WHENEVER  MINUTES 
5 o 
m 
oo 
WE'V OT THE   CrOMMECTiOIM   VOU   NEED! wnrm   usi 
3000 REGIONAL WHENEVER MINUTES0 
ANY RAY, ALL RAY 
INCLURES ROAMING A LONG INSTANCE 
/•A   m   & €f 
600 WHENEVER, WHEREVER  MINUTES® 
UNLIMITED NIGHTS & WEEKENDS 
INCLUDES NATIONAL ROAMING 
LONG DISTANCE 
A   MONTH 
-  Main  Street Village  (Next to Hospital)  ........871-7522 
- 406  S. Main  St.  Statesboro  .764-2337       _        ~. 
'#ilgl    ^1      Ml \A7XR3SIJE3SS SOIJUTTTIOISTS - 263  Northside  Dr.   E.  Statesboro. .489-CALL      «|»  «  «J^ODllG'B 
** m""r 1     JFLLLTECH-  1596  Chandler  Rd.  Statesboro  871-5555 authorized dealer 
X-TECHE  -  5966  Ogeechee  Rd.  Savannah....  961-7881 
ulatory Programs Fee of 86c per I ine/mo. applies. This is not a tax or government-mandated charge. Taxes and other charges (including Universal Service charges) additional. If you are not satisfied with our service, you may cancel within 14 days ©* 
activation (longer in certain states, e.g. 30 days in CA), with no early cancellation fee. Both this offer before activation, and this plan after activation, may be modified anoYor discontinued by T-Mofoite, with or without notice and with respect to all or only certain cus- 
tomers 30c-45c per additional minute (or fraction thereof), depending on plan. 5c per additional text message. Rates are for calls originating and terminating in the U.S. Coverage only available on our U.S. GSM/GPRS network and the networh of our U.S roaming 
partners ("Get More network"). Credit approval, $35 activation fee and 1-year agreement required, with $200 early cancellation fee per Bine. Unused allowances lost. Partial minutes used are rounded^up and charged at the fuB-minute rate; calls are measured from 
when the network begins to process the call (Le., before the phone rings or the call is answered) through the network's termination of the call. Billing of roaming charges and minutes of use or services may be delayed to a subsequent foiling cycte.. Caf duration 
and/or your continued eligibility for this plan may be limited or terminated in T-Mobile*s sole discretion, especially if monitoring of your usage discloses abusive conduct or abnormal call patternCs). Devices sold for um& on our GSIM^GPRS system may not be support- 
able on or compatible with other wireless systems. Weekends are midnight Fri. to 11:59 p.m. Sun., based on commencement time of call. Nights are 9:00 prn. to 6:59 a.m., based on commencement time of call. Moble-to-mobife means a directly dialed call between 
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